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A VIEW OF SYSTEMS HISTORY

John N. Warfield

Abstract

Systems history is the study and integration of the jagged eruptions of creative thought that
have taken place through time: those events which have brought proper thought about
systems to the current state.  The study smooths out the jagged eruptions and seems to
present a smooth perspective on that current state.  But only an understanding of the past
can yield a true picture of the present.
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INTRODUCTION: CRITERIA FOR SYSTEMS HISTORY

The study of systems seems to be unlike the study of most other fields.   Many present-day
scholars seem truly to believe that it originates within the past few decades.  Yet, if one
accepts the most fundamental aspects of systems thinking, it is not difficult to show that
the study of systems began at least more than 2000 years ago.  How should one go about
writing systems history?

Michel Foucault, who spent a decade in his post at the Collège de France in a position
involving a study of the history of thought, concluded (as recorded shortly before his death,
in The Foucault Reader) that the way to write history was to think of it in two parts.  The
first part of the history of an event was to consist of the recordables: e.g., the location of
the event, the dates, the duration, the persons involved.  The second part involved a
judgment on the part of the historian, which required the historian to see the event as a
part of the system in which the event was embedded, and in that vision to construct the
motivation of the actors who brought about the event.  

If one then begins with a few basic ideas about systems such as:

! Relationships:  systems involve interrelationships among components that form
a whole whose properties as a whole are different from those of the components

! Observers:  descriptions of systems are likely to be influenced by the observers of
systems, so that no two observers are likely to report on a particular system in the
same way

! Complexity:  many systems are likely to be very difficult to understand
! Language:  the language in which a system is described is likely to be critical in

communicating about it among people
! Reasoning: about the previous matters, i.e., relationships, observers, complexity,

and language

then we may look to the past to see whether it is possible to locate in history individuals
whose studies dealt with such matters as relationships, observers, complexity, and
language.  These factors can be used as criteria to identify individuals taking part in
systems history.  It is not hard to find such individuals.  I will bypass issues related to the
search, and simply use the results of my own four decades of research to illustrate the
point.  Suppose that the events are volcanoes that arise from the earth and erupt briefly,
only to fall back into quiescence.  Then some time later, another arises, repeating the
event, and again falls back.  And suppose this occurs only very occasionally.  But each
time a new contribution to systems history takes place.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO REASONING

  More specifically, we see Aristotle contributing to reasoning in 350 B.C., with the
syllogism, the first elementary formal means of deduction showing the foundation of
relationship.  Then almost 1400 years later in the time of Abelard, the three-statement
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Table 1.  The Jagged Contributions to Reasoning

Individual Relevant

Time Period

Contribution(s)

Aristotle 350 B. C. The concept of categories as a means of facilitating

discussion; the syllogism as the only known formal means of

deduction.

Abelard 1100 A. D. Lived in a time period when the syllogism was reduced to a

single statement using antecedents and succeedents.

Leibniz 1700 A. D. Restored the concept of logic to scholarly status and

conceived the idea of using graphics to represent logic

relationships among component ideas.

De Morgan 1847 A. D. Developed the theory of relations, showing how an algebra

could be used to portray sets of relations among individual

members.

Boole 1847 A. D. Developed an algebra of propositions, showing how

propositions could be represented by variables, permitting a

set of simultaneous propositions to be stated for

simultaneous solutions.

Cayley 1875 A. D. Developed the theory of matrices, enabling an algebra to be

formulated where entire sets of equations could be treated as

single entities for purposes of manipulation and solution.

Peirce, Charles S. 1900 A. D. Developed American pragmatism, an American philosophy

that demonstrated how to apply science and formal logic in a

common-sense way to think about difficult situations.

Hilbert 1925 A. D. Noted the utility of working with a pair of languages, one

called a metalanguage (like ordinary English, not precise but

useful in giving approximate orienting statements), and an

object language (precisely defined for some particular branch

of study).

Harary 1965 A. D. Developed the theory of directed graphs (digraphs) showing

that Boolean models could be transformed in digraph models

and vice versa, hence structural models (digraphs) could

replace the Boolean algebra as a visual substitute for long

groups of equations.

W arfield 1972 A. D. Developed a computer-assisted, facilitated process which could

be used by groups to develop an interpretive structural model

of a highly problematic situation, whereupon the situation could

be interpreted–in effect an insight-generating process.  The ISM

process was founded in the work of the listed predecessors.
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syllogism is replaced with a single statement involving succedents and antecedents.  

Both of these scholars were motivated to find a way to express human reasoning.  As
Aristotle’s notes show, he was engaged in scientific experiments with empirical results, as
well as his theoretical studies.

The sequence of events beginning with Aristotle continues as shown in Table 1, finally
culminating in the discovery of a process called “Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM)”,
which enables computer-assisted structuring of very difficult situations by facilitated groups.
This is a discovery that I was able to make in 1972, all because of the flow that originated
with Aristotle almost 2,500 years earlier.

Is Table 1 part of systems history?  Table 2 suggests that if the criteria listed earlier are
applied, that Table 1 is surely a part of systems history.

Table 2.  Testing Relevance to Systems History

Criterion Relevance to Criterion

Relationships All aspects of Table 1 involve relationships 

Observers ISM solicits inputs from a variety of observers to construct models

Complexity ISM was constructed specifically to structure complexity

Language All aspects of Table 1 draw heavily on respect for language

Reasoning All aspects of Table 1 relate to reasoning

CONTRIBUTIONS TO OBSERVATION

Since the study of systems involves observation, and since systems may be distributed in
time and space, the necessity for multiple observers in describing systems seems to be
reasonably clear, at least in general, if not in every instance.  Moreover, as philosophers
have noted, the human being, as an observer, is fallible.  Since much observation is likely
to be followed by remedial efforts, one hopes that the processes used for observation and
for system design would not only presume human creativity but also would take into
account the likelihood of human fallibility and balance the importance of the two attributes.
Thus the discovery of behavioral pathologies in the second half of the twentieth century
looms as particularly important, and once again can be thought of as jagged events in time.
Table 3 lists several of these key events.

Basically Table 3 shows that the individual is limited in the amount of information that can
be held in short-term memory for short-term processing–that groups will engage in
groupthink, which means that they will report out as true beliefs what no individual in the
group believes to be true–and that when complexity is involved in group study, each 
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Table 3.  Jagged Behavioral Contributions

Author Year and Title

G. H. Miller 1956, "The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two:  Some Limitations

on Our Capacity for Processing Information", Psychology Review 63(2),

81-97.

H. A. Simon 1974, "How Big is a Chunk?", Science 183, 482-488.

J. N. W arfield 1988, "The Magical Number Three--Plus or Minus Zero", Cybernetics and

Systems 19, 339-358.

I. L. Janis 1982, Groupthink--Psychological Studies of Policy Decisions and Fiascos,

Boston:  Mifflin.

G. T. Allison 1971, Essence of Decision, Boston:  Little, Brown.

A. L. Delbecq, et al 1975, Group Techniques for Program Planning, Glenview, IL: Scott,

Foresman.

J. N. W arfield 1995, "SPREADTHINK:  Explaining Ineffective Groups", Systems

Research 12(1), 5-14.

individual in a group has quite different beliefs on which components of the issue are the
most important (i.e., spreadthink is involved), unless the situation is structured using ISM
to produce a problematique.

Are the results in Table 3 part of systems history?  The five criteria can once again be
applied, as in Table 4.

Table 4.  Testing Relevance to Systems History

Criterion Relevance to Criterion

Relationships The Spreadthink paper reveals gross differences in presumed relationships 

Observers All aspects of Table 3 relate to attributes of observers in coping with complexity

Complexity All aspects of Table 3 relate to attributes of observers in coping with complexity

Language The Delbecq work involves a process famed for honing language

Reasoning Human fallibilities in reasoning show need for system processes 

The merging of 2,500 years of research on formal reasoning with about five decades of
research on human fallibility yield excellent guidelines for the design of processes for
effective systems methods founded in scientific thought, as opposed to ad hoc theories.
But a science cannot be claimed unless adequate testing of theories can be shown.
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Table 5 shows the jagged edges that produced the systems science, and Table 6 shows
the jagged edges that practitioners created which together with the theoretical
developments enabled the claim to be made that a systems science is available.

Table 5.  “The Warfield Sextet”

Symbol

Year

Citation

WS-1 1976 Societal Systems:  Planning, Policy, and Complexity, New York:  W iley

Interscience

WS-2

1994 A Science of Generic Design:  Managing Complexity Through Systems

Design, 2  Ed., Ames, IA: Iowa State University Press.nd

WS-3

1994 A Handbook of Interactive Management,2  Ed., Ames, IA: Iowa State Universitynd

Press, with A. Roxana Cárdenas.  

WS-4 2002 Understanding Complexity: Thought and Behavior, Palm Harbor, FL: Ajar.

WS-5 2003 The Mathematics of Structure, Palm Harbor, FL: Ajar.

WS-6 2006 An Introduction to Systems Science, Singapore: W orld Scientific.

Table 6.  Practitioner Octet

Name Sector and Locale Example Application Topic

Dr. Xuefeng  Song, Dean Education – China Improving Coal Mine Safety In China

Prof. Dr. Alda Roxana Cárdenas Education – Mexico Peasant Relocation

Prof. Dr. Henry C. Alberts, Ret. Government – USA Redesign of Defense Acquisition

System

Mr. Robert McDonald Government – USA Planning for Privately Owned Forests

Prof. Jorge Rodriguez Private – Mexico Electrification in Mexican Cities

Dr. Scott M. Staley Private – USA Enterprise Product Information System

Prof. Dr. Benjamin Broome Social – Cyprus Greek & Cypriot Reconciliation

Prof. Carmen Moreno Social – Latin America Urban Planning in Latin America

Dr. Xuefeng Song is Dean of the School of Business at the Chinese University of Mining
and Technology.  He and his graduate students translated the book WS-2 into Chinese.
They are working on various issues of complexity in China, including enhancing safety in
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coal mining in China.

Roxana Cárdenas co-authored the book WS-3.  At this writing, she serves in Los Pinos,
the “Mexican White House”, on leave from her position as Professor at ITESM, Monterrey,
Mexico.  She has taught material from the books in Table 5 by satellite and in the
classroom at ITESM for more than a decade.  Many of her students and faculty colleagues
have applied the systems science from Table 5 to a wide variety of projects in Mexico.

Dr. Henry Alberts, before retiring from the Defense Systems Management College, applied
the systems science to redesigning the acquisition system of the Department of Defense,
working over a prolonged period with many program managers, which led to passage in
1994 of the law known as “The Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994".  

Robert McDonald led the use of systems science in developing a widely-used plan for use
of privately owned forest lands throughout the USA.

Scott M. Staley is Ford’s Chief Engineer for hybrid vehicles, and has designed and
manages the testing of Ford’s fuel cell vehicles.  Before that he led the strategic design of
Ford’s enterprise product information management system in 1995, which is still in use
today.

Prof. Benjamin Broome has used this science in Cyprus on his Fulbright grant to promote
the cessation of conflict, and taught it to locals in Cyprus who use it themselves.

Prof. Carmen Moreno of ITESM practices this science throughout Mexico and Latin
America.

These individuals are only a part of the practitioner community.  It is a slowly-growing
community; slow because few academic programs teach it in its entirety.  Of the existing
programs that teach some or all of the material, two are known in China, one in Taiwan,
at least one in Mexico, and two in the USA.

AN INTERNET NONET

Because of the special nature of complexity, and because the research reported here took
place in many places over four decades, relevant supporting information sources are very
disparate in nature, hence the best way to reference them is through internet sources
accompanied by notes.  Table 7 lists and describes nine internet locations where many
disparate sources have been co-located for ready reference.
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Table 7: An Internet Nonet

URL Notes

http://www.worldscibooks.com/compsci/6058.ht

ml

This web site enables the reader to download free

the Preface, the Table of Contents, and Chapter 1

of the book An Introduction to Systems Science

(W S-1, Table 5).

 http://www.jnwarfield.com The jnwarfield site hosted by Greg Thomas of

Nashville, TN.  W S-3 (Table 5) and ISM software

are available for download free of charge.

http://www.gmu.edu/library/specialcollections/war

field.htm

This library site contains over 100 linear feet of

W arfield-provided documents, videotapes, lectures,

etc., organized by location: “The John N. W arfield

Special Collection”

http://mars.gmu.edu/dspace/handle/1920/3059 This separate collection contains videos and over

135 digitized items (e.g., papers, videos, photos)

which can be seen in the original state

http://www.gmu.edu/departments/t-iasis Formerly a home page for IASIS, the Institute for

Advanced Study in the Integrative Sciences at the

George Mason University (GMU).

http://www.gmu.edu/departments/t-

iasis/ism.ism.htm

ftp://mason.gmu.edu/jwarfiel/ismdos

 Each contains the DOS version of ISM with

instructions for downloading.

http://policy.gmu.edu/res/jwarfield/ Supplement to:  W arfield, John N. (2003),

“Autobiographical Retrospectives: Discovering

Systems Science”, The International Journ. Genl.

Systems, December, 32(6), 525-563. 

http://policy.gmu.edu/res/jwarfield/Exhibits.pdf Supplement to the article in the International

Journal of General Systems.  It also includes a

table titled “Managing the Unmanageable”.  

http://policy.gmu.edu/res/jwarfield/EXHIBIT12.pdf Identifies contents of a disk (“Managing the

Unmanageable”) contained in the W arfield Special

Collection, where its contents could be used as an

index or as a possible course outline.

The Preface, mentioned in the first entry in Table 7, summarizes the entire 40-year
research program.  It can be downloaded at no cost from the Internet.  The second entry
provides free download of The Handbook of Interactive Management, a book of about 350
pages which describes the initial version of the Work Program of Complexity: a process
that maximizes the opportunity for creative behavior within a framework that minimizes the
impact of the behavioral pathologies identified in WS-4 (Table 5).  

http://www.worldscibooks.com/compsci/6058.html
http://www.worldscibooks.com/compsci/6058.html
http://www.jnwarfield.com/index.htm
http://www.gmu.edu/library/specialcollections/warfield.htm
http://www.gmu.edu/library/specialcollections/warfield.htm
http://mars.gmu.edu/dspace/handle/1920/3059
http://www.gmu.edu/departments/t-iasis
http://www.gmu.edu/departments/t-iasis/ism.ism.htm
http://www.gmu.edu/departments/t-iasis/ism.ism.htm
ftp://mason.gmu.edu/jwarfiel/ismdow
http://policy.gmu.edu/res/jwarfield/
http://policy.gmu.edu/res/jwarfield/Exhibits.pdf
http://policy.gmu.edu/res/jwarfield/EXHIBIT12.pdf
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The third URL in Table 7 unlocks a special collection at the George Mason University
Fenwick Library, Fairfax, Virginia, which contains over 2,400 folders related to complexity.
This collection can be searched by topic.  The fourth URL refers to that portion of the
collection which has been digitized, involving, e.g., papers and videos.  It can be searched
in various ways.  

The remaining URLS offer supplements in various ways to the principal topics just
described.  

SUMMARY

Systems history extends backwards for 2,500 years.  It incorporates results on
interrelationships as expressed through formal logic.  In more recent times it incorporates
results on human fallibility.  When these two sets of results are integrated they yield
information that is critical for scientific design of processes for resolving complexity.

A class of problematic situations persists which defy resolution.  A research program
extending over four decades has yielded a scientific means of structuring such situations.
The principal focus of this program has been complexity.  The reporting and assimilation
of the results offers a challenge in its own right.  The method chosen here is to tabulate six
aspects of the program which highlight its essential character.  These six aspects are as
follows:

! Human behavior represented as a mix of creativity and fallibility, with the fallibility
highlighted in Table 2, expressed in terms of behavioral pathologies.

! Deductive reasoning involving many components, as highlighted in Table 1

! Flow of discovery, as represented chronologically by six books, as highlighted in
Table 5, in which human behavior and deductive reasoning play major roles, leading
to what is called the entry process to structure problematic situations

! Practitioner testing in four sectors of society, as highlighted in Table 6, which also
represents testing in different parts of the world

! Documentation, in large measure pointed to in Table 7, accessible on the Internet,
or in locations identifiable on the Internet, where scholars can test and continue to
refine the scientific products

As the documentation shows in many places, computer-assisted, facilitated group work is
essential to the resolution of complexity.  The basic outcome of such work is to structure
the problematic situations, providing major entry framework for followup use of whatever
statistical or other quantitative analysis or synthesis may be required to complete the
resolution of the problematic situation.  One may understand that in a typical situation,
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what usually happens is that the statistical or quantitative work is pursued fruitlessly in the
absence of proper structure, causing excessive costs, prolonging the situations, and
possibly making matters much worse.

There is much application literature and videotapes showing the processes in action.
There is one publication that presents an application from start to finish that is a good place
for the new reader to begin .  The citation and URL for this publication read as follows:

Scott M. Staley and John N. Warfield (2007),“Enterprise integration of product
development data:  systems science in action”, Enterprise Information Systems, 1(3),
August, 269-285.  It can be seen on the internet at:

http://hdl.handle.net/1920/3306
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